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BOOK REVIEWS

pHyslcs AND CHEMISTRY OF EARTH MATERIALS. By of 2:l + | or 2:2 layer silicates. The impression is given that

Alexandra Navrotsky. Cambridge University press, 1994. xiv low albite and maximum microcline are formed only in slowly

+ 417 pages. $79.95 (hard cover), $34.95 (paperback). cooled metamorphic rocks.

physics and chemistry of Earth Materiats, "l;iiil::fi:.T#J,Hn:i":#il*:l:
rotsky, is a textbook designed for a one't X-ray map for Si, obtained using an SEM
advanced undergraduates and first-year 8ra ergy-dispersive analyzer, apparently shows
breadth implied by the title is reflected in tl rm a naiural silicati gamet; the common
Following the introduction, there are chaptt \s are given as *3 and -5, instead of +5
istry; modern instrumental analysis for inv 

tuations given for Slater-type orbitals and

liil,"i'ffi1i1:;.i1x",*'"fu"il'1,ffi":l:: Ii,';':,'ff:i,flTHl':Jfl;4ff'T,f:
for determining thermodynamic properties aps in Cu, but the figure actually illustrates

:i'JHtHlTi:';:',3i"tTltTJ:i:l* 
t paragraph continues with a discussion or

how mineral physics and materiars science 
tches (apparently unintentionally) from Mgo

semester course designed to address such i ;X'f';:'J;1'H'1Ttf,i:rT#T;ftt"f,:l:
matter would achieve great depth, and, recol )Or-MgCO, system and the accompanying
sky has "chosen to take an approach mor ls calcites and to CdMg(COrL as dolomite,
than rigorous" in the hope that the text wi ith calciteJike and dolomite-like ordering
.il+T: 

lTl;;JffiHili;ff1'li ffjil. npres are representative but hardrv exhaus-

;tX'#."::ffi11'$,'l;';:'J,l,j::l,Hi i'd11;;""T,ffiii1'-.',llll?511#;,i"'i,'Jil:
appropriate; moreover, the chapters are se sufrce: Figure 3.5 shows the b-c and a*-1*
they can be used in any order desired by oars, and the text amrms that ordering state
independent topical study. Each chapter li ; these plots using bond lengths (which is

ffiH:1tr;',1f.':ifihTfi:'ffi1^li["::: ;t1"ffi:':fi:$::fff:llTJff.',';';
lff3J?n.Ti,i:*;."J.)'":l$ifl""TiJ ;#ilJi,,l;3?#,1':t*illffi t",?;":,?;
for every 200 pages of text, many importz L whatsoever but contains numbers that are
discusses are not listed. rout some explanation.

This book is not intended to be a tutori n to this book, upon seeing the table ofcon-
methods in the various subjects covered. Ft rnd rather enthusiastic. After reading it, my
ter on chemical bonding provides an excell Led somewhat. I shall keep the book on my
ious approaches to bonding and gives refen when I need to review concepts covered in
culations in the literature, but it is not inten ts a textbook for students, however, because
through bonding calculations; nevertheless Ly inaccuracies and typographical errors for
point for those who wish to delve into such L ofthe book that corrected the errors would
statements may be made about the chapte reconsideration of that decision.
ics, ordering, and glasses. Although Navrot
of her prediiposition to emphasiie spinels and perovskites, nu- DrNr T' GnrrrsN

merous other minerals and compounds are used in examples. Brigham Young University

Like any textbook, this one has its shortcomings, and, unfor-
tunately, some of them are rather serious. Numerous errors, some
typographical, begin to appear almost imn AUER S'ECTROSCOPY: THEORY AND
ter on crystal chemistry, where crystal latt R GEOCHEMISTS AND ARCHAEOLO-
ture (atomic arrangement) are confused or tS AND CHEMISTRY OF THE EARTH,
chapter. Before leaving this chapter, the [I-VL Edited by S. Mitra. Pergamon Press
formed, incorrectly, that a particular Navaj pages. $528.00
two twofold axes, that low and intermediat
space gxoup C2/c, arld that celsian crystallizes in space group This monograph is divided into two major parts, A and B,

liZc. ria.,rrotsky has also included all natural garnet and ;tno- that deal with the theory and practice, respectively, of applied

pyroxene solid solutions in a table of "ABX, structures," sug- Mossbauer spectroscopy. The first chapter in part A, entitled

listing that the X and Y cations in these minerals play similar "Principles of M<issbauer Spectroscopy," is a standard treatise

irystJ-chemical roles. Chlorites such as clinochlore, chamosite, on theoretical considerations, including hyperfine interactions,

andpennantiteareincorrectlylistedas2:1 layersilicates,instead experimental setup, curve fitting ofspectral data using I-orent-
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zian line shapes, and measurement of Fe3+ /Fe2+. it also provides
an introduction to back-scattered and conversion electron M6ss-
bauer spectroscopy. The following chapter discusses the use of
M<issbauer spectroscopy to study mineral magnetism but with
special emphasis on studies of microcrystalline material. The use
of magnetic spectral data to infer site occupancies is discussed
elsewhere. The third chapter assesses the use ofMdssbauer spec-
troscopy to analyze electron-delocalization processes in minerals
such as magnetite, Tirich garnet, vivianite, lazulite, babington-
ite, rockbridgeite, clinopyroxenes, and ilvaite, but the reader will
need to refer to the cited references for a thorough knowledge of
how thermally activated electron-hopping processes affect spec-
tral patterns.

The second part ofthis monograph is subdivided into sections
on geochemistry and environmental studies and archaeology.
The geochemistry section comprises l2 chapters mostly devoted
to the 57Fe Mossbauer spectral characteristics of the major rock-
forming minerals. Chapter 4 is on oxides and oxyhydrites, and
Chapter 5 is on the Miissbauer effects of aluminum substitution
in hematite and goethite. In Chapters 6,7,8,9, 10, and 11, the
57Fe Miissbauer spectral data are presented for spinels, ortho and
ring silicates, chain silicates, phyllosilicates, carbonates, sul-
phides, sulphosalts, and phosphates. Each ofthese latter chapters
begins with an introduction to the specific crystal structure. There
is also an extensive conclusion, the usefulness of which is limited
by a writing style that largely consists of brief, unrelated sen-
tences. Chapter 12 is entitled "Site Occupancies: Geothermom-
etry, Geospeedometry and Oxygen Fugacity." Its theme is the
petrologic significance of site-occupancy data for orthopyroxenes
and calcic amphiboles. A discussion of Fe3* in mantle-derived
garnets is included. Chapter 13 has the very broad title "Petro-
logical Studies" and includes selected examples from the litera-
ture of the petrologic significance of Fe3+ in biotite and chro-
mites. Most of these data, however, were presented previously.
It is also not clear why a section on Fe in P-rich silicate melts is
included, nor why these data are not presented in a subsequent
chapter specifically devoted to silicate melts. The chapter con-
cludes with a discussion of Miissbauer studies of deep-ocean
sediments and deep-sea ferromanga.nese crusts and nodules.
Chapter 14 is entitled "Glass, Silicate and Magmatic Melt Stud-
ies" and includes data on synthetic and lunar glasses, obsidians,
and natural melt compositions. The reader has to refer back to
Chapter 8 for data on pyroxene melt compositions! In Chapter
I 5, the effect ofpressure on the hyperfine parameters in a variety

of inorganic compounds and minerals is presented. AIso dis-
cussed is the effect ofpressure on Fe3+/Fe2+ in silicate glasses
and Fe3+/Fe'?+ in spinels and garnets from mantle-derived xen-
oliths, but these sections, again, duplicate information from pre-
vious chapters. The chapter concludes with a review of alkaline
earth and rare earth perovskites. The final chapter in this section
is concerned with extraterrestrial materials, and the discussion
of lunar samples includes soil and glasses, metallic iron, pyrox-
enes, and feldspars. The spectral data of carbonaceous meteor-
ites and their constituent mineral phases are also presented. Sec-
tion 82 includes a chapter entitled "Environmental and CEMS
Studies" that focuses on the use of 57Fe Mcissbauer spectroscopy
to analyze air samples, bacteria, higher plants, and animals. The
use ofglass and glass ceramics as nuclear waste disposal material
is also examined. Finally, the use of conversion electron Mdss-
bauer spectroscopy to analyze surface efects is discussed. The
final chapter in this monograph is entitled "Archaeological Stud-
ies." and mainly documents the magnetic and paramagnetic
components in clay minerals and metals that have been used in
ancient ceramics, potteries and their glazes, roofing tiles, and
artifacts. A key aim is to evaluate ancient technologies, princi-
pally firing temperatures, kiln atmospheres, and sources ofclay
and soil.

This monograph offers $aduate and research students in geo-
chemistry, mineralogy, and archaeology an introduction to the
principles of Mrissbauer spectroscopy and provides an overyiew
of the research problems that can be tackled with this spectro-
scopic technique. In this regard, the editor has compiled over
1300 references that are more or less up to date. However, most
ofthe material is presented uncritically, and site-occupancy data
and Fe3+/Fe2* ratios, which form important cornerstones for
applied problems in the earth sciences, are not compared with
the results of other techniques. For this reason, readers may
prefer the relevant issues of the Mineralogical Society of America
short-course notes that cover the crystal chemistry of the major
rock-forming minerals.

Your library probably already has this monograph since it is
part ofa serial, but this work is also available from the publisher
for $528 as a back issue of the serial. I would recommend using
your library's copy.

Devro Vrnco
Carnegie I nstitut ion of Washington


